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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Historical Background 
In the early stage of computed tomography, Z. H. Cho [3] pioneered a 
convolution algorithm to recover a function f from its Radon transform 
9’J: Essentially, he chose a cylindrical approximate Dirac measure cp so 
that the convolution cp *f would stay close to A and then he constructed a 
step function TF on the space of lines, whose dual Radon transform 
&?*(TF) approximated cp. This function TF then generated an estimation of 
.f by the convolution TF * !J?J which approximated cp *A but the exact 
transfer function @ such that B*@ = cp remained unknown [4, p. 517; 36, 
p. 4351. 
In the meantime, Radon transforms in higher dimensions have begun to 
play a role in the exploration of large multivariate data sets with a techni- 
que known as “Projection Pursuit”, developed by Friedman and Tukey 
[lo], Friedman and Stuetzle [9], and Huber [20], among others. 
Described briefly, a Projection Pursuit exploration averages a higher- 
dimensional data set along hyperplanes or subspaces of codimension two, 
and yields projections onto lines or planes (histograms or scatter plots, 
respectively) that are easier to examine than the original data set in iw”. 
Applications abound, for instance, in the behavioral sciences (Kruskal 
[22]) and in geology (Switzer [39], Deans [S]). Thus, we may want to 
have transfer functions to invert numerically the Radon transform in any 
iw” and recover the original data from its marginal projections: a problem 
posed by Cramer and Wold in 1936 [S]. 
The construction of these transfer functions (also called reconstruction 
filters), together with numerical inversion schemes and error estimates in 
any I!?, will be our main theme. 
1.2. Outline of This Paper 
After having set up the necessary notations and terminology in the next 
section, we shall open Section 3 with an explicit formula for the transfer 
function @ solving Cho’s equation .%?*@ = cp. Then we shall generalize this 
problem to a cylinder cp on Iw”. There, we shall see that the corresponding 
solution @ of W*@ = cp exists, but cannot be represented as a locally 
integrable function: @ will involve a singular distribution, namely, 
integration along a hypersurface of the universal subbundle over the pro- 
jective space. We shall also demonstrate that an inversion algorithm based 
on @ coincides with a finite element Galerkin-Rayleigh-Ritz method, with 
precise error estimates in the quadratic norm. 
The fourth section will be devoted to smooth transfer functions, more 
robust and amenable to practical computations in Iw” than the measure @ 
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above. To this purpose, a real analytic multivariate Gaussian density 
I)(X)= (2n~?~-“‘~ exp( - IlXl\‘/(2a2)) will act as an approximate Dirac 
measure in [w”, and we shall exhibit a real analytic reconstruction filter Y 
that solves the equation .%*Y = Ic/. The particularly simple Fourier trans- 
form 9Y(w)=i,Iwl”- ’ exp( -0202/2), along with the Gaussian density 
9?*Y, will provide simultaneous estimates of the pointwise accuracy and 
background noise attenuation. In the special case of lw2, it will turn out 
that Y resembles closely the piecewise linear filter used by L. A. Shepp and 
B. F. Logan [36-381. We shall also pay particular attention to the dimen- 
sion n = 3, which finds applications in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
[34, 351. 
Solving the equation .%f= F numerically, we shall approximate its 
solution f’by a function fm obtained by the filters already mentioned, and 
we shall deduce estimates of the discrepancy llf-f, 11. A priori estimates 
will designate bounds for the error in terms of the unknown f, whereas a 
posteriori estimates of the error will depend on the measured data F only, 
without any prior knowledge off: In odd dimensions, these estimates will 
follow from Ludwig’s analog of Radon’s inversion formula [30, p. 263, for- 
mula III]. For even dimensions, we shall obtain these estimates by a 
modification of Radon’s second inversion formula, in terms of Pf( l/p’) [30, 
p. 264, formula III’]: we shall replace Cauchy’s principal value v.p. (l/p) by 
the continuous kernel p In / pi -p convolved with D;+ ‘F. The Gaussian 
density Ic/ offers another advantage: in practice, we can read off the error 
bounds directly from statistical tables of the Gaussian distribution. 
Finally, the last section will extend these methods to the numerical inver- 
sion of the integral transform & over k-dimensional planes in IV. 
2. TERMINOLOGY, NOTATIONS, AND GEOMETRY 
We consider the Radon transform as an injective bounded linear 
operator 9: .Y( R”) -+ Y(H,), from Schwartz’ space .V( iWn) of infinitely dif- 
ferentiable, rapidly decreasing functions into the corresponding space 
Y(H,) on the manifold H, of all hyperplanes in iw”. For any function ,f in 
Y([w”), we define the Radon transform off by %f(h) = j,f’dA: the integral 
off along the hyperplane h, with respect to the Euclidean area measure A 
on h. These notations agree with Schwartz [33, p. 2331, Ludwig 
[23, p. 641, and Gel’fand et al. [ 1 l-141. 
Let us briefly describe the manifold H,: with ( , ) denoting the standard 
inner product on [w”, every hyperplane h c [w” satisfies an equation 
(X, o) =p for every point X on h, where p E iw and o represents a unit 
vector perpendicular to h. Thus, we can identify a hyperplane h with a pair 
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(w, p) consisting of a direction w in the real projective space P’(W) and a 
real number p. Since (0, p) and (-w, -p) correspond to the same hyper- 
plane, this sets up a diffeomorphism between H, and the universal subbun- 
dle ,4p over P(W), i.e., the manifold Y of pairs (I, p) for all lines I in KY’ and 
all points p on I (see [ 16, p. 207; 26, pp. 60, 1451). H, being a non-orien- 
table manifold, in general, there exists no global volume form on it; 
therefore, we define Lebesgue’s measure on H, by means of its orientation 
double covering z: S”- ’ x Iw -+ H,, (w, p) -+ h, induced by the projection of 
the unit sphere S”- ’ c [w” onto P( [W”). Denoting !Z? the usual area measure 
on s” ‘, normalized to one, and i Lebesgue’s measure on [w, we endow H,, 
with the push-forward A =t,(n x A) of the product measure. Thus, by 
definition of r* and for any Fin ,Y(H,,), we determine the integral of F as: 
Next, we consider the dual Radon transform as a linear operator 
W*: .Y(H,,)’ -+ Y(W) from the tempered distributions on H, into those on 
KY. For any point X in KY’, let G, represent the collection of all hyper- 
planes that pass through X, and denote pX the unique rotation invariant 
probability measure on G,, so that pLX(GX) = 1. Remark that the trans- 
lation by X in [w” induces an isomorphism i,: G, + G, in such a way that 
pX coincides with the push-forward (ix)* or,(n). For any bounded con- 
tinuous function F on H,, we can express %?*F by the formula S?*F(X) = 
SC, Fdp,=JGo F(w, (A’, 0)) dL?. Notice that the measures pX form an 
intrinsic part of the definition of &!*, as pointed out by Quint0 [28], and 
do not come from a metric on H,,. 
EXAMPLE. Since we are going to solve Cho’s problem first, let us 
illustrate the above discussion with n = 2. The manifold H, of all lines in Iw’ 
is a non-orientable surface, diffeomorphic to the Mobius band [40, p. 1381. 
For a line 1 c [w2 with equation (X, w) =p, we can select the normal unit 
vector o, = (cos ~1, sin a) so that 0 5 r* < rc and identify I with (c(, p). Choos- 
ing z, = (-sin CI, cos E) as the unit tangent vector on 1, the pair (o,, tZ) 
forms a right-handed orthonormal basis of [w2, and we have the following 
expressions for 9 and B!*: 
gf(l)= j,/dt=jtz/(p cosa-tsina,psina+tcosa)dt, 
z. 
9*F(X) = fG, Fdpx = k j: F(a, x cos CI + y sin a) da. 
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3. THE SOLUTION TO CHO'S PROBLEM 
AND APPLICATIONS TO FINITE ELEMENTS 
In this section, we produce the sought transfer function @ that solves 
Cho’s equation %*Q, = cp in [w 2. Then we solve the same problem in [w3, 
which applies to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance [35], and observe that in 
this case @ involves Dirac’s measure spread over a sphere. In higher odd 
dimensions, @ requires derivatives up to order (n - 3)/2 of such a Dirac 
measure. Finally, we describe a finite element GalerkinRayleigh-Ritz 
method based on the transfer function @ to invert numerically the Radon 
transform in lR2 and [w3, with least-squares error bounds and pointwise 
estimates of accuracy. 
3.1. PROPOSITION (Construction of @ in [w’). Let cp denote Cho’s cylin- 
drical approximate Dirac measure on the disc of radius c > 0 centered at the 
origin of R2. More precisely, q(X) =0 if 11X11 > c, and q(X) = l/(nc*) (f 
i\Xll 5 c, so that jj cp = 1. Then the following transfer function G: H, + Iw 
solues Cho’s equation %*@ = cp: 
@(4 PI=; 1 - 
( J& i 
if Ip( >c, 
@(% P) = UbC2) if -cspsc. 
Proof To show that z%*@(X) = p(X), we pass to polar coordinates 
(r, 0) in iw2. We first assume that X lies in the support of cp, in which case 
r <= c; for any line I= (G(, p) through A’, (p( = ((X, o,)l 5 (1X1( . j(w,(j 5 c, 
and therefore 
Second, suppose that I/XII > c; to simplify notations, we set d = 0 - CI, put 
/I = Arccos(c/r), and distinguish two cases: if IAl belongs to the closed inter- 
val [fl, x-/I], then IpJ = ((X, w,)l = )r cos(8 - a)1 5 c, whereas if 111 E [O, 
fl[ u ] z- p, x[, then (pi = Ir cos(A)l > r(c/r) = c. Thus, 
which follows from the substitution sin A= $7 sin [. Hence 
.cmzJ=cp. 1 
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3.2. Remark. (asymptotic behavior of @). Rearranging terms and 
abusing notations slightly, we can rewrite @(a,~) as G(p) = 
-7-l -i(dm (IpI +dm)))’ for IpI >c. This shows that Q(p) 
blows up as slowly as - l/a when p nears f c, and that 0(p) dies out 
as fast as - l/p2 when IpI tends to infinity: the optimal rates of growth and 
decay for @ to belong to L’(lR) and have a Fourier transform 9@ with the 
same singularity as the absolute value 1 1 near zero, two properties 
desirable for practical reconstruction filters [36, p. 4331. The graph of @ 
appears in Fig. 1. 
Let us now solve the same problem in lw3. On the manifold H, of all 
planes in [w3, Lebesgue’s measure is locally given by dii = (27~)’ 
sinf?d~dBdp,withO~cp<rr,O=<0<rr,and -cc<p<co,whiletheplane 
h with coordinates (cp, 8, p) corresponds to the equation (A’, (sin 0 cos cp, 
sinesincp,cose))=p for all XE~. 
3.3. PROPOSITION (Construction of 0 in rW3). Let cp: [w3 + [w denote the 
cylindrical approximate Dirac measure defined by cp( X) = 0 if 11 XII > c, and 
q(X) = 3/(471c3) if llXl[ _I c. Then the following measure @ on H3, viewed as 
a distribution of order zero, solves Cho’s equation A?*@ = cp: for every con- 
tinuous function F on H,, 
3 (’ nn 
=- 
5 is 47K3 -< 0 
F(cp, 8, p) sin B dq de dp 
I) 
3 n= 
-- 
47rc2 
ss F( cp, 8, + C) sin 8 dp de. 
0 ” 
(2) 
Thus, @ corresponds to the constant 3/(2c3) on the set of all planes that 
intersect the closed ball B(0, c) (the support of rp), minus a Dirac measure 
spread over the family of all planes tangent to the sphere S(0, c), forming 
the “negative side lobes” mentioned in [36, p. 4351. 
Proof We shall apply Ludwig’s inversion formula [23, p. 53, 
Theorem 1.11, which says that f =SI!*( - l/271) Dg Bf for every rapidly 
decreasing function fin P’(R’). By duality, this formula extends to every 
compactly supported distribution f in &7’(KY3) [23, p. 68, Theorem 4.81. In 
particular, cp =G?*( - l/271) Dz&?q. To get an explicit formula for 
@ = (- 1/2x) D29(p, we first find g’cp; an elementary computation yields 
S?cp(w, p) = 3(cq-p2)j(4c3) if JpI 5 c, and %‘q(o, p) = 0 if Ip( > c [13, p. 41. 
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FIG. 1. The transfer function @ that solves Cho’s equation :‘A*@ = VI, as described in 
Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.2. Naturally, the graph of @ looks similar to Cho’s original, 
piecewise constant approximation TF, published by him in 1974 [3, p. 62, Fig. 171. 
Next, for any infintely differentiable function G on H,, two integrations by 
parts give 
3 1 
+- .r 4?& ( G(w> P) 4. 
Integrating with respect to o E P(R3) now confirms the announced 
formula. m 
3.4. Remark (for any R’). With Ludwig’s inversion formula applied to 
a cylindrical approximate Dirac measure cp in R”, a similar proof shows 
that @ involves derivatives up to order (n - 3)/2 of the Dirac measure 
spread over the surface 1 pi = c, because of the singlarity of Da- ’ 2~ = 
D; ‘((c’ -p2)(+ ‘)j2 I,,, s ( ) IJ 1 + n/2)/(7P2c~). Thus, for n > 3, the smooth 
filters introduced in the fourth section will prove more convenient. 
Since B*@ = qn exactly, we can derive an easy a priori estimate of the 
error between ,f’ and the numerical reconstruction 2.f * @, primarily for 
IZ = 2 and n = 3. The subscript c on qo, and @< will indicate that cp has 
radius c. 
3.5. PROPOSITION (A priori pointwise estimates for @). Let F be the 
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Radon trarvform of a function f in Y(W’). Define the modulus of continuity 
0fJ‘h.k 
m(Ac)=sup{If(U)-f(V)(:U, VEW, 1 U-VI-Cc} 
Further, denote h + X the translation of the hyperplane h by X, and let 
fc(W =I,, @c(h) F(h+X) dQ 4. 
Then 1) f -J;.il a; 5 m(f, c), which tends to zero as c tends to zero. 
(3) 
Proof: Using the duality of g* and 2, together with the invariance of 
the Radon transform under translation [ 13, p. 63, we get 
Since jRB” cp, = 1, we obtain 
I.f(W -fAX)l = 1 (f(W-f‘(x+ J9)dVdV ,,1,,,~~ 
< = s 4.L c) cP,(VdV=m(f, ~1. II VII SC 
Since f~ Y([w”), then f is uniformly continuous on [w”, whence 
lim c+“4,Lc)=O. I 
We shall now demonstrate how the filter @ provides the basis, literally, 
for a finite element Galerkin-Rayleigh-Ritz method to invert the Radon 
transform numerically, solving the equation 2.f = F for ,f: 
3.6. For the reader’s convenience, here is a brief review of the 
Galerkin and Rayleigh-Ritz methods. Consider the equation Lu = F, where 
L represents a linear operator on a real Hilbert space H, for instance, an 
integro-differential operator; in a moment, ,!4? will play the role of L. Taking 
inner products with any v E H, we get (Lu, v) = (F, v), called the weak 
formulation of Lu = F. Next, we choose Jinitely many elements v, ,..., t:,, in H 
and restrict our attention to the subspace Vc H spanned by them. 
According to the Bubnov-Galerkin method 121, p. 110; 31, p. 1691, we 
look for a linear combination u = s, v, + . . + s,v,, that satisfies the weak 
equation (Lu, v) = (F, v) for all v E V. In other words, we want (s, Lv, + 
. . + s,,Lv,,, vi) = (F, vi) for every index i, which is equivalent to the linear 
system As = b, where A ;,, = (Lo,, v,) and b, = (F, v,). On the other hand, 
following the Rayleigh-Ritz method [21, p. 81; 31, p. 1561, we seek to 
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minimize the functional Z(u) = (Lv, Lv ) - 2( F, Lv ) = (Lv - F, Lv - F) - 
(F, F). Observing that Lu = F iff (Lu - F, Lu - F) = 0, we see that u 
satisfies Lu = F iff I reaches a minimum at U. By Bessel’s inequality, the 
restriction of I to V reaches its minimum at u iff Lu is the orthogonal pro- 
jection of F onto V, which means that (Lu, v,) = (F, vi) for every index i. 
Hence, we recover the same linear system As = b, and both methods yield 
the same solution u = S, v1 + ... + s,v,,. For an application (to electrical 
engineering) of finite elements in the context of an integro-differential 
operator, see [6, pp. 195-1971. 
We shall now apply these concepts to the equation gf = F. Choose a 
positive radius c and select v points U, ,..., U,, at a distance at least 2c apart 
in Iw”. For any function g: iw” -+ Iw we denote g,! the translation of g by 
- U,, so that gU,(X) = g(X+ U,). With cp still representing Cho’s cylindrical 
approximate Dirac measure at the origin of [w”, we define v functions 
(pi= ti’pPc,, (a cylinder at U,), with K = (rc’*/*cn/I( 1 + n/2))“‘, so that 
{(Pi,..., cpl.} forms an orthonormal set in L*(W). We shall also write h + U, 
for the translation by Ui of the hyperplane h. By the change of variable for- 
mula for the Radon transform [13, p. 61, the filter Qi(h)= ri@(h- Vi) = 
K@(o, p - (0, U,)) reproduces cp,; in other terms, ST*@, = cp,. Finally, (, ) 
denotes the inner product in L*(W), and also in L*(H,), with respect to 
the canonical Lebesgue measures. Although probably applicable for n = 2 
and n = 3 only, the following theorem holds in any dimension. 
3.7. THEOREM (Finite Element Galerkin-Rayleigh-Ritz Reconstruction 
Scheme). Given the Radon transform F qf some function f in .!Y((w”), 
approximate the solution .%Y ‘F qf the equation @f = F by) 
.f; = i s,cp,> where s,= K I Q,(h) F(h + Ui) dQ dp. (4) ,Z, % 
Then j;. is the jinite element solution qf the Gale&in equation ( f‘, cp,) = 
(9fc, @,> = (F, @,> for all indices i. Furthermore, fc coincides with the 
Rayleigh-Ritz solution, minimizing the functional I(v) = (%?‘*.@v, v) _ 
2(.B*F, v> over all v in V= spanfcp,,..., cpr}. Finally, we have the a priori 
least-squares estimate (in terms of ,f ) 
ll.f-Lll:2= llfll:2- i S?> (5) 
,=I 
and the a posteriori estimate (depending on the data F on1.v) 
II .f‘-./; II t2 = IIFII h, - i ~6 (6) 
,=I 
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where 
(D;Fl 2 dQ dp, (7) 
with m = (n - 1)/2 for odd n, and m = (n - 1)/4 for even n. 
Proof To show that ,f,. satisfies the Galerkin equation, we compute the 
orthogonal projection PYf off onto V= span{cp,,..., (pL,}, and observe that 
f,. = P,,f: By orthonormality of { cp, ,..., cp,}, 
,=l i= 1 
The a priori estimate (5) now follows from Bessel’s inequality. The a 
posteriori estimate (6) results from the Plancherel theorem applied to f 
[13, p. 12; 17, p. 291. 
To pass to the Rayleigh-Ritz formulation, rewrite the equation Bf = F 
as L@*%Tf =B’*F, and form the inner product with f, which yields 
(&?!*%!A f) = (&?F, f ). Then observe that Z(v) = (%?‘*&?v, v> - 
2(B*F, v> = (%?I, .%?I> -2(F, .%?I> = (F--5%, F-B?) - (F, F), which 
reaches its minimum - (F, F) at u = ,W’F=f: As mentioned above, the 
restriction of I to V attains its minimum at fc. 1 
4. THE GAUSSIAN RECONSTRUCTION FILTERS 
As a remedy to the singularities of Cho’s transfer function @, we shall 
produce real analytic reconstruction filters to invert numerically the Radon 
transform in any [w”. As an approximate Dirac measure, we take a mul- 
tivariate Gaussian probability density function $: Iw” -+ [w, with positive 
variance g2, defined by the formula $(X) = (27ra2) pn’2 exp( - llXl[ */(2a’)). 
We choose $ for three reasons: (1) Statisticians utilizing Radon transforms 
in Projection Pursuits already feel familiar with the Gaussian distribution 
[S, 9, 10, 20, 22, 391. (2) Statistical tables of $ abound, and we shall use 
them to get error estimates. (3) The function $ leads to a smooth, well 
behaved reconstruction filter II/, which has the very simple Fourier trans- 
form FY(w) = IL, IwIn- ’ exp( - w2a2/2) for some constant A,,. Thus, with 
the simultaneous knowledge of both L%?* Y= $ and PY, we can predict 
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both the accuracy of the numerical reconstruction and its sensitivity to 
background noise. We now prove these results in detail; the first subsection 
below introduces the basic properties of Y and a priori error estimates; the 
second subsection then deals with the Fourier transform of Y, and the 
third subsection establishes a posteriori estimates. 
4. I. Gaussian Scheme to Invert the Radon Transform in KY’ 
4.1. THEOREM (Construction of the filter Y for IF). Consider the mul- 
tivariate Gaussian density ,func.tion II/: Iw” --f Iw, with positive variance 
05 $(X) = (27ca2) -n’Z exp( - llXll*/(2a*)). Define the reconstruction filter 
Y? H,, + aB by the power series Y(w, p) = (27~~) n12 C;=O c(~( -p2)k given 
6J 
QYWP)= (27t02)"/2k=0 ’ f (kYfi:n’2)~(-~)k ,forevenn, (8) 
,for odd n. (9) 
Then %*Y = II/. 
Proof: Fixing any point X in R”, we show that %* Y(X) = $(X). For X 
different from the origin, we first rotate the coordinates so that X lies along 
the nth axis, in the direction of the nth unit basis vector e,,, while any coor- 
dinate system will do for X=0. Then we let o run through the “North” 
half of the unit sphere S”- ’ c R”, where ,Y,, > 0, which will give a con- 
venient parametrization of the projective space P(Rn), except for a subset 
of measure zero. For every fixed value of 8 = Arccos( (en, w )), o runs 
through the (n-2)-dimensional sphere with radius sin 0, in the (n - 2)- 
dimensional plane normal to X given by ( , e,) = cos 0. Thus, this sphere 
has area sin” - *t)27c (‘- “‘*/Q(n - 1)/2). Since we have normalized the 
volume of P(R”) to one, we divide the area measure on ,!?“-I by 
2n”‘*/r(n/2), which gives us the measure pLo on P(Rn). Since Y does not 
depend on w, we get 
a* Y(X) = j 
Gx 
y&x=I ‘-O<X>w))dpo 
GO 
r(nP 1 2#l I)/2 w* =-. 
n n’2 s I((+ 1)/2) 0 
Y( 11X/I cos 0) sinnm~20 d&l 
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T(n/2) 271~“~ I’/* 1 
= n/2 ’ r( (n - 1)/2) ’ (27~7~)“‘~ 71 
x f uk( - IlXll 2)k Jr’* cos 2k 8 sin”- * Q dd 
k=O 
= c2ni2),z,2 exp(- ll~ll*/(2~*))= $V). 
Here, we have used the standard formulae, obtained by induction on k and 
n: 
i 
7712 
coszk 0 sin” ’ 0 d0 = 
(2k- 1)(2k-3)...5.3 
0 (2k+n-2)(2k+n-4)...n 
.(n-3)(n-5)...5.3,7~ 
(n-2)(n-4)...4.2 2 
for even n, 
I 
n:* 
COSTS 0 sin” ~ * 0 dtI = 
(2k- 1)(2k-3)...5.3 
0 (2k-tn-2)(2k+n-4)...n 
,(n-3)(n-5)...4.2 
(n-2)(n-4)...5.3 
for odd n. 
Substituting these expressions for the integral in the above series, and 
rearranging terms, we obtain the Theorem. 1 
Because of their numerous applications, let us examine the cases n = 2 
and n = 3 more closely. 
4.2. EXAMPLE (IL?*). For n = 2, formula (8) gives 
for R*. (10) 
This power series served conveniently to prove Theorem 4.1, but it does 
not lend itself to practical computations with large values of I pi. We get a 
more efficient computational tool by differentiating (10) twice to verify that 
Y satisfies the Cauchy problem 
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i 
a2d?Y/+p~+2yLo, 4’ dp 
\ 
( 
W) =& 
$O)=O. 
(The terminology “Cauchy problem” is Hormander’s [ 19, p. 1141.) 
Numerically, this differential equation allows us to compute values of !P 
with a standard AdamssBashforth-Moulton method [ 15, p. 2661. Figure 2 
displays a graph of !P obtained in this manner. 
4.3. EXAMPLE (iw’). For n = 3, formula (9) gives 
1 x 2k+ 1 
y("(w, p)=(2n)3'203 ,C,,T 
Observe that this power series coincides with that of (- 1/(2n)) Di%$ = 
( - 1/(2x)) DIJ l/J!%&) exp( -p’/(2a’)). This corresponds to Ludwig’s 
inversion formula $ =S?*( - 1/(2n)) Di%!$ [23, p. 531, and the fact that 
the Radon transform of a Gaussian density is again a Gaussian density 
[S, 13, p. 111. 
Y(P) 
1 
5rr2 
-1 
iii2 
J 
FIG. 2. The reconstruction filter ‘P that solves 9*Y = $, presented in Example 4.2. The 
graph of Y bears a striking resemblance with the famous piecewise linear filter designed by 
Shepp and Logan [38, p. 24, Eq. (14)], and exhibited in the survey by Shepp and Kruskal 
[36, p. 435, Fig. 71. 
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Finally, we can design a numerical method to invert the Radon trans- 
form in any [w”, with a priori estimates of accuracy. 
4.4. THEOREM (Numerical inversion in W). Given the Radon transform 
FE Y(H,) of some function f E Y(W), we define a new function 
f,: 178” -+ [w by the convolution 
f,(X) = j Y,,(h) F(h + X) dQ dp. (12) 
wn 
(The subscript o indicates that $ has variance a2.) Then fu belongs to 
Schwartz’s space sP(W’), and differs,from f by at most 
Ilf -fA oo d m(f, &I + llf II LL j,, yI,, ,~ $.A Y) dY, 
\ 
(13) 
where m(f;~)=sup{(f(U)-f(V)(:U, VEW, IlU-Vi~<&}, as in 
Proposition 3.5, and 11 f II o;l = sup{ 1 f(U)/: UE W}. Hence, f-f, converges 
to zero uniformly in all [w” when IS tends to zero. 
Proof First, f, belongs to Y’(W) because f,(X) = ( !P’,, Fx) = 
(Y’,, gfx) = (9*Yu,, fx) = (+,, fx>, whence fg = II/, *f: Since both tjU 
and f decrease rapidly, then so does their convolution [33, p. 2481. 
Second, since .f E Y(lw3), then f is uniformly continuous on [w”. Thus, given 
any positive E, there exists a positive 6, such that If(U) - f( V)I < &/2 
whenever I U- VI < 6,. Third, let $, denote the standard Gaussian density 
on IF!“, with variance equal to one. Then there exists a positive constant C,: 
such that 
I $1(Y)dy<E/(4 ilfll,). (14) II Yll > cc 
If now $(r has variance c2, then $b(X)=ap”$,(X/o), whence 
s,, yll> c,n $A Y) dY= s,, YII > c‘, $,(Y)dY<8/(4 Ilfl/,). Thus, if o<g,= 
min(sf, 1 JCf}, then & < 6,: and C,CJ < &, whence 
I.fW) -foW)l = jRn (f(x) -f,(X+ Y)) ICIAY) dY1 
6 i ,,y,,~Jm(f,~)~,(Y)dY+2 llfll,,j,,y,,,~~,(ridY c7 
<m(.f, &+:2<E. I 
4.5. EXAMPLES ([w2 and lR3). Given a tolerance E > 0 for the discrepancy 
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li,f-f,ll 1, let us estimate the constant C, and derive the variance crz, 
assuming IiflI, = 1. In [w*, 
provided that Ct > -2 ln(a/2), whence c, f l/C: < l/ln(4/c’). For instance, 
if E = 0.01, then fl f 0.0943 will do. Next, in K?“, 
and we can use statistical tables of the normal distribution to estimate the 
integral the farthest to the right. For example, if E = 0.01, then (T, < 0.0788 
suffices [ 18, p. 4251. In higher dimensions, n - 2 integrations by parts yield 
similar results. 
4.6. Remark (non-radial filters). It has been pointed out in the 
literature that non-radial reconstruction filters may prove desirable in some 
instances (see Madych and Nelson [24, p. 1611). Classically, a non-radial, 
multivariate Gaussian distribution 0 can be transformed into a radial one, 
II/, by an orthonormal linear change of coordinates L in Iw”. From a 
probabilistic point of view, this amounts to finding a new system of n 
mutually stochastically independent random variables to replace the 
previous dependent ones [ 18, p. 4061. Thus, if we wish to use a non-radial 
approximate Dirac measure H = $3 L instead of $, then the change of 
variable formula for Radon transforms [ 13, p. 61 says, with L orthonor- 
mal, that we can take the reconstruction filter defined by O(h) = P(Lh), so 
that .JR*O = 8. In this case, the numerical reconstrucion ,f., equals ,f’* 8 
instead of ,f * $. 
4.2. Fourier Transform of Y 
We shall now find explicitly the Fourier transform :F!P of Y, which will 
prove more convenient than the power series (8) and (9) to give us some 
control on the attenuation of background noise. To this purpose, and for 
later use in the next subsection, we first need a non-singular variation of 
Ludwig’s inversion formula [23, p. 53, Theorem 1.11, 17, p. 25, 
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Theorem 3.41. With c, = ( -471) - ‘” ‘V J’$r(~/2) for odd n, and c,, = 
-2( -4~) - “j2/f(n/2) for even n, recall that 
.f(Jf) = c,, j,,, D; ‘F(w P + (0, X>) dllx in odd dimension II, 
~0 D; -‘F(q p) 
,X’ (X,0)-p dp dpx 
in even dimension n: 
where the symbol v.p. means Cauchy’s “valeur principale.” For even dimen- 
sions, we shall substitute the tempered distirbution Pf(l/p’) for Cauchy’s 
v.p. (I/p), where the notation Pf stands for Methee’s “Partie finie” [25]. By 
definition, these two distributions act as follows on any test function 
gEY(R): 
v.p.(l/p)(g)=fimO l-E $@dp+[“ydp) 
x E 
= lim 
I 
m g(p) - g( -P) dp 
c-0 ,: P ’ 
Pf(l/p2)(g)= -/‘I X’ In Ipl s(p) dp 
=jx (pin Id-p)$(Y)db -xc 
The next lemma will allow us to remove the apparently singular integrand 
in Ludwig’s formula, and replace it by one continuous everywhere, needed 
for our error bounds. Although the literature hardly ever mentions it, the 
possible use of Pf(l/p’) to invert the Radon transform had already been 
pointed out by Radon in his famous paper [30, p. 264, Theorem III, for- 
mula III’]. 
4.7. LEMMA. For any rapidly decreasing test function g in Y(R), 
(V.P.(llP)) $ = (wllP2))(g). 
( > 
Proof. Integrating by parts twice, and remembering that g vanishes to 
all orders at infinity, we get 
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(v.p.( l/p)) 2 = lim SX g’(P)-Pg’(-P) dp 
i 1 c-0 c 
=lim (g’(p)-g’(-p))lnlpl If’ 
C-t0 L 
- i‘ Lx (g”(p) + g”( -pII ln IPI dp ) 
4.8. COROLLARY (Alternate Inversion Formula). In even dimensions, 
the following inversion formula holds: 
Proof. Apply the preceding Lemma to 0; 2F instead of g. g 
Since p In I pi - p is continuous everywhere, then Ludwig’s inversion for- 
mula need not involve any singular integral, as already remarked by Radon 
[30, p. 2641 and Shepp and Kruskal [36, p. 4251. We shall now utilize this 
fact to derive another representation of the filters Y of Theorem 4.6, and 
then obtain an explicit formula for their Fourier transforms. 
4.9. LEMMA. With Y denoting the ,filters of Theorem 4.6, let 
O(p)=c,, D;~‘(&$)(p) for odd n, 
O(P)=C,,~‘~’ (tln ItI-t)D;+‘(B$)(t+p)dt for even n, 
5 
where B$( p) = (l/&) exp( -p2/(202)). Then Y= 0. 
Proof. From Ludwig’s inversion formula and the preceding Corollary, 
it follows that 9*0 = I/I. Since 9?* Y = I,!I also, then Y - 0 belongs to the 
null space of 9*; since Y - 0 is even and depends on p only, then it also 
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annihilates the null space of B* (see Ludwig [23, p. 661 and Quint0 [29, 
p.4131). Hence Y-0=0 and thus Y=@. 1 
Adopting the convention in force in the literature on Radon transforms 
(e.g., [ 17, p. 4]), we define the Fourier transform F!Y of Y by 
FY(w)= !+a Y(p) eCiPW dp, 
-cc 
and we obtain the following expression. 
4.10. PROPOSITION (Fourier transform of Y). 
SYo(w)=l, Iw(“-‘exp(-w2a2/2), (16) 
where 1, = ( - 1) (n- li2cJ& for odd n, and A, = ( - l)(“- 2’12c,/\/iiT; for 
even n. 
Proof: Recall that B$(p) = (l/@) exp( -p2/(2a2)) [ 12, p. 111. In 
odd dimension n, we have SD;- ‘(9&j)(w) = (-&I)“~ ‘9(9$)(w) = 
(iw)n-l( l/JG) exp( - w2a2/2) [33, p. 2611. Consequently, since Y= 
c,, 0; - ‘a$, 
~Y~(~)=(-1)iii~~i(.n~1exp(-w~~2/2) foroddn, 
2lr 
where wn-l = lwl”+’ since n is odd. In even dimension n, we consider 
p In 1 pj - p as a tempered distribution, and denote * the convolution with 
respect to p on H,. Thus, 
FY=8((pln (p/-p)* D;+‘.@)=9(pln Ipj -p).B(D;+‘B$) 
=9(pln Ip[-p).(-~i~:)“+‘(l/JZr)exp(-w~~~/2). 
To calculate 9(p In 1 pi - p), observe that Dj(p In (pi - p) = Pf( - l/p’), 
whence (--i~)~ F(p In Jp( - p)(w) = 9(Di(p In IpI - p))(w) = 
B(Pf( -l/p2))(w) = + JwJ [33, p. 2591. Since n is even, then wne2= 
lwl”-2, and therefore 
~Y(w)=(-1)‘n~2~‘~‘~-‘exp(-w20’!?) forevenn. 1 
7-c 
4.11. COROLLARY (Rate of decay of Y). For even n, Y(p) decays as 
-2&,/p’ as (pi tends to infinity. For odd n, Y belongs to Schwartz’s space 
Y(Hn). 
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Proof: For even n observe that (P Y)“(w) = 2&,6 + R(w), where 6 
represents Dirac’s measure at zero, and R is a rapidly decreasing function 
with a discontinuity of the first kind (“jump”) at the origin. Hence, 
-p’Y(p)=F-‘((9V)“)(p) = 2E,,~-‘(6)+9-‘R(p)=2~,+~-‘R(p). 
Since R belongs to L’, the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma [33, p. 2311 implies 
that 9 ~-‘R is continuous and tends to zero as 1 pi tends to infinity. Con- 
sequently, Y(p) = -2&/p’ - .F ~ ‘R( p)/p2, which decays as - 2A,/p2. For 
odd n, the rapid decrease of Y follows from Lemma 4.9. i 
4.12. Remark (accuracy versus noise attenuation). The simultaneous 
knowledge of 8!P and &?*!P gives us measures of both pointwise accuracy, 
as in Theorem 4.4, and attenuation of background noise, as follows. For- 
mula (15) shows that BY behaves as 1 In- ’ near the origin, but decays as 
exp( - w2a2/2) away from zero. Hence, we can assimilate Y to a “low pass” 
filter, which dims out the higher frequencies of FP convolving with 
respect to p, 
,F(F* Y’,)= (FF). (FY’,)= (9-F). A, lwlnp’ exp( -w202/2), 
so that F * Yv, retains the lower frequencies of F only. If background noise 
has affected the data F, by adding a noise function q [7, p. 931 whose 
Fourier transform 9~ involves mainly higher values of IwI [38, p. 271, 
then we can diminish the influence of the noise r~ on the reconstruction f, 
by increasing the variance G’, which amounts to shrinking the band of the 
filter Y. 
4.3. A Posteriori Estimates c~f Accuracy and Polynomial Approximation 
We arrive at one of the main results of this section: an upper bound for 
llf-f"ll, in terms of the data F= .@f only. Since the estimate for odd 
dimensions differs from that for even dimensions, we treat each case 
separately, deginning with the simpler one. 
4.13. THEOREM (A posteriori estimates of accuracy for odd n). Given the 
Radon transform F of some function f in Schwartz’s space y( [W”), define the 
approximation fJX) = IH, Y(h) F(h + X) dQ dp, as in Theorem 4.4, with Y 
as in Theorem 4.1, Eq. (9). Then, in the supremum norm, 
IL-full T d 0 ,/;; c,, IID;f‘lI ‘x = O(a) JOr o&n. (17) 
Proof: First, we integrate by parts the definition of fo; since both 
F = %!f and Y = c,, D; ~ ‘(B$) decrease rapidly, we may permute the order 
of integration, and we get 
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c, D;Bt+b(h) F(h + X) d1-2 dp 
= c, 
s H, 
c!%+(h) D;- ‘F(h + X) dQ dp. 
Taking advantage of the equality 1 = lH. B$ dQ dp, we obtain 
= c, 
IS 
= 
Go --c 
(D;-‘F(w, (X,0))-D;-‘F(o. p+(X,o))) 
x B$(w PI dp dQ. 
Since ID;PIF(o, (X,0))-DI:~‘F(o,p+(X,w))ld(pl.llD~Fll,, and 
since jn, 1 pj L%$ = c ,,&, then the theorem follows from the inequality 
In even dimensions, the corresponding inequality takes on a more com- 
plicated, less advantageous form. As we shall see, the reason lies in the con- 
volution with p In Ip( - p, which is not absolutely integrable over the 
whole real line (but neither was v.p.(l/p), for that matter). 
4.14. THEOREM (A posteriori estimates of accuracy for elxzn n). Given 
the Radon transform F of some function f in Y(W), let fO(X) = 
JH, Y(h) F(h +X) dQ d p as in Theorem 4.4, with Y as in Theorem 4.1, 
Eq. (8). There exist positive numbers a, b, and c, independent qf n, F, .k and 
0, such that for every X in W’ (with n even) 
If(W -f,V)l d ac,(a IWII * + b IIXII + c 
+~(a)) il(l +p2)*D;+*Flla,=0(cr). (18) 
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Proof: By the representation of Y in Lemma 4.9, we have 
Since the integrand decreases rapidly with respect to t and p, we may per- 
mute the order of integration, and then integrate by parts with respect to p. 
We get 
lx .fAW = c i‘ -cJtln Itl-t);%ij(t+p) H,, ~-x 
having performed the change of variables (p, t) -+ (p + z, -p). Next, apply- 
ing the alternate inversion formula (15) to ,f, we obtain 
.f(X)-.I,(X)=c,,SH~I’ @;+‘F(“> p+ (x,0)) 
T 
-D;+‘F(w,p+t+(X,o))) 
x(pln IpI -~)%j(t)drdQ@ 
Since F belongs to Schwartz’s space ,Y’(H,), then ii( 1 + ,D~)~ D;+2FlI ,x 
exists; therefore 
lol+‘F(cc,,p+(X,o))-D~+‘F(o,p+t+(X,o))l 
d ~lD~+‘F(w,p+(~,w)+s)/ds .r 0 
611(l+p’)2D, ~-2Fl/,.S:(l+(p+(X,w)+5)2) ‘ds. 
Integrating by parts, we obtain the existence of positive numbers 2, b, 
and 7, such that 
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s (XI Ipln IPI -PI -~,(l+(p+(x,w)+s)‘)2~~ 
~C(((X,0)+S)2+B((X,o)+S)+y 
~2~(11~112 + I21 + B(llXll + f) +Y for O<sbt. 
Now we substitute these majorations into (19) integrate first with 
respect to p and then with respect to t. For k E (0, 1, 2, 3}, we have 
k exp( -p2/(202)) dp = 1, 2g/fi, 02, 4g3/&, respec- 
If(x) -f,(mlG c, 
( 
-j&a 
8x 
llXl12+P IIXII +i’)+a’B+a:‘~ 
J-1 
x Il(1 +P2)2~::+2~IIx. I 
We now turn to a more computational aspect of the numerical inversion 
of the Radon transform in iw”. In actual implementations, the mere 
evaluation of the reconstruction filter Y at a large number of points, by 
means of the power series (8) and (9) might require too many elementary 
operations to be practical. As pointed out in the literature [38, p. 211, a 
linear or polynomial approximation can save considerable computing time, 
without sacrificing too much accuracy. For instance, Shepp and Logan 
[38] used a piecewise linear interpolation of a filter on H,, while Madych 
and Nelson [24] designed a piecewise polynomial approximation of a 
Dirac measure on [w2. Since rational functions, too, have proved efficient in 
approximating transcendental functions (see C. W. Schelin [ 32, p. 3 191) 
then we shall also consider them as possible candidates, including all the 
above cases under the generic name “piecewise rational approximation.” 
The novelty here lies in the equality %!* Y = $, which still gives us a tight 
control of accuracy, and allows us to design piecewise rational filters for 
any 5%“. 
4.15. PROPOSITION (Piecewise rational filters for ll?‘). Choose any 
positive tolerance E, and let R,,,;: [w + Iw he a piecewise rational,function such 
that 11 Y0 - R,,,JI rc <E. Given the Radon transform F of a function f in 
.Y’( R”), define ,&(A’) = lH, R,,,(h) F(h + X) dQ dp. The following a priori-a 
posteriori inequality holds: 
Il.f-f,,,lI r d Ilf -f,ll r + E IIFIILI 
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with ilf-fJ m us in Theorem 4.4 (for any n), or Theorem 4.13 (for odd n). 
Also, f,,, = P~,~ * .L where P~,~ = %‘*R03, approximates $, uniformly within E. 
Proof: With f0 as in Theorem 4.4, and by definition off,,,, we have 
If,(W -fm(Wl = jHn (Y,(h) - R,,,(h)) F(h + -U ‘ii-2 dp 
6 II y’, - &,,II zx. . II4 ~1. 
The inequality (20) now follows from the estimate in Theorem 4.4: 
ll.f‘-fo,Ell cc d Ilf-frill Ji + llfb -fmll x 
6 4.L &I + Ilfll 1‘ i,,,, ,~~~ It/J Y) dY+ 8 IIFII l,l. 
Next, to show that IJP~,~ - $Ojl d E, we recall that the measure pLX(GX) of the 
hypersurface G, = {h 1 X E h} c H, has been normalized to one, whence 
l~u,t:(W - ti,W)l = I~*&,AN -.@*‘f’Y,V’)I 
= (R,,,. - u’) &x d jti E dp, = E. 
Y 
Finally, f,.,(X)= CR,,, F,) = (R,,,, gfx> = (~*R,,,f,) = P~.~ *.i: I 
4.16. EXAMPLES (Fast Fourier Transform and partial sums). In order 
to construct an actual approximation R,,, we can first calculate selected 
values of Yv,, once and for all, for instance, with a Fast Inverse Fourier 
Transform (see E. 0. Brigham [ 11) of @Y, in (16), or with a partial sum 
from the power series (8) and (9). Then we can let a piecewise rational 
function R,,z pass through the selected points on the graph of ‘Y,, or we 
can construct it with a least-squares regression, and then use R,,, as a filter, 
instead of Y,. 
We end this section with a finite element method to invert the Radon 
transform in KY, similar to that of Theorem 3.7, but with the Gaussian 
filters Y instead of Cho’s transfer function @. The only difference consists 
in an orthonormalization step first, and then the proof follows that of 
Theorem 3.7 verbatim. 
4.17. THEOREM (Finite Element Galerkin-Rayleigh-Ritz method with 
Gaussian filters to invert the Radon transform in [Wn). Let U1,..., U, be v 
distinct points in IF!“. Place v multivariate Gaussian densities $I,..., $” cen- 
tered at U, ,..., U,>, defined as the translations of $ at these points, and denote 
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Yl,..., Y’” the corresponding reconstruction filters, defined by Y*(h) = 
Y(h - U,), so that .&??* Yj = $j. Next, apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure to 
extract an orthonormal set (q, ,..., qy } E L2(W), consisting of linear com- 
binations cpi = cJ=, bi,jll/j, and set Gi= CJ= 1 biJ Yj, so that &VW, = (pi. 
Given the Radon transform F of a function f in 9’(R”), let 
fy = i sicp;= i ( i s;bij) t+V, 
i= 1 /=I i= I 
where 
Si=fHn @i(h) F(h) dQ dp=JHn 1 b,Y’(h) F(h) dQ dp 
j= 1 
= c JH, YJh) F(h + U,, dQ dp. 
,=l 
Then f’” is the finite element solution of 9f = F in the sense of Galerkin- 
Rayleigh-Ritz. 1 
5. NUMERICAL INVERSION OF THE 
k-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL TRANSFORM IN [w" 
Thus far in the present paper, we have described several numerical 
methods to invert the Radon transform in any dimension, together with 
various estimates of accuracy. 
Naturally, the question arises whether similar techniques exist to invert 
numerically the general integral transform over k-dimensional planes in 
KY’. This transform, denoted Yj, maps Schwartz’s space Y([Wm) into the 
corresponding space LY’(H,,~) on the manifold Hm,k of all k-dimensional 
affrne subspaces of KY”. The operator Yj acts as follows: for every function f 
in Y(P) and every k-dimensional plane f c IV”, 
where A represents the standard Euclidean area measure on r. We shall 
now reduce the numerical inversion of & to that of the Radon transform 9 
in IWk+‘. 
Gel’fand and Gindikin [ 11, 12, 141 have derived explicit inversion for- 
mulae for the operator CYk, which involve integration over a k-dimensional 
cycle yx in G,= {rEHm,k 1 XE r} rather than over all of G,. For the 
usual Radon transform over hyperplanes in [w”, the manifold G, is 
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isomorphic to the projective space P(W) and thus has dimension n - 1, 
which equals k, and therefore yX must be all of G, (as we know from 
Ludwig’s inversion formula [23]). In general, however, k < n - 1 = 
dim G,, and any such cycle yX is then a proper subvariety in G,. As an 
example, for every point X in [w” we can select any (k + 1 )-dimensional 
affine subspace ZC Iw” that passes through X, and then we can choose yX 
as the collection of all k-dimensional planes r passing through X and con- 
tained in E; thus, 
Being isomorphic to the projective space P(IWk + ’ ), yX has dimension k, as 
required. 
For the numerical analog of this inversion, we first consider the family 
y(Z) of all k-dimensional planes r contained in E, 
y(E)= {I-EH,., 1 I-~3). 
Now we assimilate the aftine subspace E to IQ”+’ by means of a linear 
isomorphism L: Rk+ ’ --f 2; setting n = k + I, we reduce the numerical 
inversion of the operator 9, to that of the usual Radon transform 9 in iw”, 
applied to the restriction f IE of f to Z. Finally, we obtain the following 
result, whose proof coincides verbatim with that of Theorem 4.4. 
5.1. THEOREM (Numerical inversion of ,$ with Gaussian filters). Given 
the transform F= Ak f of a rapidly decreasing function f in Y( KY”), define 
an approximation f, off by the convolution 
fJX)= i,:, Y,(L-‘I‘) F(T+ (X- P,X)) dQ dp 
=I ‘Pm(h) F(L(h) + (X- PsX)) A&? dp, (21) 
Hki I 
where ‘PO denotes the Gaussian reconstruction filter of Theorem 4.1 
(expressed by the power series (8) or (9), according to whether k + 1 is even 
or odd), and P,-X represents the orthogonal projection qf X onto 2. 
Then the following estimate holds: 
Ilf-follm .. <m&b)+llfll, s:Iy ,,,“, rJ,Rk+, k(WYT 
which converges to zero as the variance c2 tends to zero. 1 
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Theorem 5.1 has a well known analog in three-dimensional computed 
tomography, where stacks of two-dimensional slices serve to reconstruct a 
three-dimensional image by means of the usual Radon transform within 
each slice, as explained by Cho in his pioneering paper [3, p. 451. In our 
case, a bundle of (k + I)-dimensional subspaces plays the role of the stack 
of slices. In fact, we can choose a family of parallel (k + 1 )-dimensional 
planes Z, indexed by W-kP ‘, which presents [w” as a vector bundle 
[Wm~~k+lx(Wm-k.~I, and then formula (21) simply corresponds to the 
Radon transform within each fiber E in the bundle. 
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